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The sixth copy of Jubilees from Qumran Cave 4 survives in 37 fragments, 
several of which can be joined. The surviving pieces preserve parts of the 
following passages: 21:22-24; 22:22 (and 22:30?); 23:10-12; 33:12-15; 
37:11-15; 38:6-8; and 39:4-9. The fragments that are numbered 8-19 have thus 
far defied identification and are not included in this study. The various pieces 
which Milik has assigned to this copy appear on different photographs in the 
PAM series: 40.586 (lower part of frg. 4); 40.598 (frg. 5); 4 l.437 (frgs. I 
[part], 2-5, 7-9, 17); 41.775 (part of frg. 4); 42.223 (frgs. I-IO, 12-13, 16-17, 
l 9-20 [frg. 20 is no longer considered part of 4Q22 l ]). The photograph which 
contains all the fragments and is published with this essay is PAM 43. l 88 (see 
Reed l 992, p. 16). The scribal hand is either late Hasmonean (Milik) or early 
Herodian (VanderKam). 
Despite a great wealth of writings, hands, and ductus in the Qumran 
collection, it is rather exceptional to find there two manuscripts of the same 
work copied by the same scribe. But this is in fact the case for 4QJubf, the 
ductus of which is found in a fragment of a Jubilees manuscript identified by 
M. Kister (l 987, pp. 529-36) on Plate XXIII of Discoveries in the Judaean 
Desert V (Allegro, l 968). Milik believes that it is necessary to distinguish 
two hands in Kister's fragments: first, a semi-formal hand, clumsy and 
inexperienced, of the scribe-copyist of frgs. l 9 and 20 on Plate XXIII; second, . 
the semi-cursive hand of a professional on frg. 2 l, precisely the hand of the 
scribe who copied 4QJubr. 1 
1. For more details, see Milik's forthcoming article, "Apropos de 4Ql76 19-21 (Jub 23)." 
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J Jub 21:22-24 
The initial fragment was published by Milik2 and later restudied by 
VanderKam. 3 The fragment offers letters and words from nine lines of text, 
none of which is sufficiently long to preserve either the right or left margin, 
nor is there any elear indication of an upper or lower margin. For assistance 
in reconstructing the text around the legible letters there are two sources of 
information: the Ethiopic version which preserves the complete text, and 
4QJubd I, II.25-31 which provides a substantial portion of the Hebrew for 
these lines (VanderKam and Milik, 1992, pp. 72, 80-81 ). If one combines the 
evidence from the two Hebrew copies, almost all of the text can be restored 
with a high degree of certainty 
['E7 m1l mWNJ hmwici Ciipm7c1l::i -unm c.'T'JiT.J21 ,221 1 
[i0'3'W!> 'i'::I ilJ=>1.li~1 i01l1l 'll[!>J hf( 'l"cncm l'''l1 7NJ 2 
c } J D'1lW:'l nrnm1 1lf1T nNI ['flN:"l1l in'L>mJ 3 
[7'1:.J1.3 i'ID23] 'flNil 7'1:>1l i::0T[I] i1lW T.JN['I{ ] <23l4 
[i!Wl111 l'''1' [7N m1~w i11lW1 t:in:l3'[1n 71::>1.l'I C."T'Wl11l1 s 
£1'''3' 7N mi1.lw il1l11bi tlltlJrln 71:>1l,}(71:>::i n7~m 111~1 6 
£11l1l t1?m 1'Wl17l 71~~ rn1~:>i::i124 { 71::>~ n7~cm 'll'I~ i!Wl11J (24 >7 
£173WI '1lW n'::JW' N'l]7~ f['llf.1 m]'i'li 7'07 f[iN::i J'VlNil ruro1l] g 
[ tl'1l]'il 7p:>::i D'1lW:'l MJ'Vl] 9 
[21:22 ... in their ways and tread in] their [paths,) and you commit (a 
mortal sin before] 
[the most high God and he hid]e his [fa)ce from you and give you [over 
to the power of your offences] 
[and cut you off from the earth) and your seed [from benea]th the sky. 
[ {and your seed from beneath J 
[the sky.} Then I your name [and] your memory will perish from the 
entire earth. [21:23 Turn aside from all) 
[their actions and from all] their [abom)ination and keep the 
obligation[s of) the most high [God, and do) 
2. Milik. 1966, pp. 102-104 and Planche II. 
3. VanderKam, 1917, pp. 51-60. There the readings of the fragment are compared with those 
of the four Ethiopic manuscripts that R. H. Charles had used for his critical edition of Jubilees. 
~,~it- ~ ~ ~ «\:'(I; ,, .,..I ~-<;!·~ · • ~'l'W'/'lf. tr ~ ~, 
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[his will. Then you will be successful in everything.] {and from all their 
abomination and ke[ep the obligations of the most high God) 
[and do his will. Then you will] be successful in everything.} 21: 24 He 
will bless you in al[I your actions and will raise up from you) 
[the plant of truth in the earJth for all the generation[ s of the ear]th. Then 
[he will] no[t make my name and your name cease] 
[from beneath the sky throughout al]! the d[ays. 
Line I· At the top right edge of the fragment, a final rnern is preceded by 
a partial letter whose lower strokes strongly resemble il There is also a trace 
of the upper left portion of the letter. The suffixal form c.i indicates that the 
noun to which it was attached was plural. The final rnern is followed by a 
space after which there are remnants of letters that are consistent with l<t lV, 
1l, and n are clear, and the upper right stroke of n is visible at the left edge. 
4QJubd 1, II.25 reads: m1l l"llllVl< 7'1l"llllVl<'l cn1?t>1l:::I iltl[m. The suffix on 
cn1 ?D1l is spelled differently in the two copies, but in all other respects they 
are identical. The Ethiopic version presents almost the same text: wa-la-
kayeda "asarornu wa-"i-teshat sef:tata la-rnot. 4 The Hebrew copies show that 
Ethiopic mss. 12 17 63 incorrectly omit a conjunction before the verb. The 
entire Ethiopic tradition does prefix the negative particle "i- to the verb, but 
this appears to be merely stylistic: the negative makes explicit that the verb 
is connected with the negative imperative at the beginning of the verse 
(ta"aqab "i-tef:ior (VanderKam, 1977, p. 52). The restoration at the end of the 
line follows 4QJubd (where extant) and the Ethiopic tradition (where the 
Hebrew has a construct mrJ l"llllVl< - Ethiopic phrases slightly differently 
sef:itata la-mot). 
Line 2: Several lower tips of letters are visible at the top of the far right 
part of the fragment - two toward the right and perhaps two to the left. One 
cannot be sure of their identification, but restoration of the line according to 
the Ethiopic version suggests that the words ni< 1'ntr.TI should stand here. The 
first two traces are consistent with the lower extensions of' and 1 (for ' see 
C'r.llt'n in line 3). The two remnants farther to the left could be from M. 
After a gap, a bit of ink precedes the thick top of 'I. Milik reads the former 
as l so that the suffixal form would be spelled 'll!>. The space between the two 
letters favors his reading: the top of the expected' would probably be visible 
4. All readings from texts of Jubilees are taken from VanderKarn, 1989, vol. L 
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closer to the l Too little remains, however, to make a definitive choice. 5 The 
word i"Dr.lr.l, with the full spelling of the suffix after a final kaph was written 
first, is very clear, but the next word poses a problem. In this context 4QJubd 
1, 1126 reads: :ir:in'1:J:TI i'IJ'YU'!) 'T'~ i'IJ)nJi i'IJ~. This evidence and the 
Eth1opic yagabbe'aka would lead one to expect a form of 1nl for the verb. 
The first two letters are )1 and the last visible one seems to be ::>. Between 
them are parts of three letters. Milik ( 1966, p. 104) first read the word as 
:iprilJN~, whereas VanderKam, following an oral suggestion of J. Strugnell, 
saw :'lj::>lM')1 and explained that the " ... odd form is best interpreted as a false 
start and correction of a scribe. He began writing a converted perfect form but 
then corrected it, after he had written n, to an imperfect with a conjunctive 
waw ." 6 Milik has now abandoned his earlier reading but does not accept 
VanderKam's: "As far as l can see now on the photographs the best reading 
materially is :'l]:l::lNm, which is not meaningless. The verb ::lN', 'to long', is 
rare in Hebrew (once in the Bible, but not in l lQPs•; twice in 4Q mss. of 
Strugnell's lot [ 4Q379; 4Q437]) but quite frequent and productive in Syriac. 
Translate 'and he let you long', sci/. for His Face, Presence. This niphal form 
is perhaps to give a nuance; cf. Syriac Ethpaal 'desire ardently'. Of the two 
original predicates, i'IJlnJi i'IJ:::1N1li, the first or second was dropped out in the 
course of the mss. transmission" (private communication). He also thinks that 
a i, from line 3 protrudes between the i and l After examining the evidence 
closely, it appears that the reading :ipln'li should be retained. The third letter 
of the cluster is either' or i, but ' is preferable (see the ' in D'll]'il in line 9). 
The next two letters slant downward to the left. Milik takes the first as K, and 
it does indeed resemble the bottom of one, but n may also be possible. The 
following traces could belong to ::l; ) is quite possible. But neither reading, it 
seems, adequately explains the rightward extension of the base line. There is 
no evidence for a pair of verbs at this point in the Ethiopic manuscript 
tradition. And with the clear reading of 4QJubd, a form of1nJ would seem the 
only likely candidate. The remainder of the line and the beginning of line 3 
can be restored from 4QJubd and the Ethiopic version. 
Line 3: The preserved letters can be read with certainty, and the gap in 
the middle of the line furnishes the right amount of space for restoring M[nM. 
5. In VanderKam, 1977, p. 53, 1'l!) was read. 
6. VanderKam 1977, p. 54. When these words were written, the evidence of ms. d was not 
available. 
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4QJubd has C~lVil Mn[ (1, II.27). There is a space after C~lVil but it is no 
larger than the normal one between words. Ms. d has (after a blank space): 
7]i:>~ il:l'1:>T'l il:>~lV "OMl These words correspond almostly completely with 
Ethiopic wa-yet~aggwaz semeka wa-zar0eka "em-kwellu medr. One would 
therefore expect "OMi etc. to follow C~lVil here, but the expected words occur 
on line 4. One could assume that the scribe left a blank after C'~lVil, as the 
scribe of ms. d has, but that it was much larger and included all of the 
remaining space on line 3 as well as the beginning of line 4. In his original 
treatment of the fragment, Milik placed { } around the blank section, thus 
indicating that dittographic words figured here (there is a dittography in lines 
6-7) although he did not indicate which they were. 7 The scribe may have 
written the words from nMi to C~lVil twice. If this phrase is repeated at the 
end of the third and beginning of the fourth line, the space is almost filled, 
with just enough left to permit a small gap as in ms. d. 
Line 4: The first five letters can be read without difficulty. After ~'IV 
there is a dot of ink which probably belongs to a final kaph (on the next noun 
the suffix is unmistakably 1, not ii:>). Along the top of the middle part of the 
fragment one can detect the lower tips of three letters which are followed by 
the long downward extension of a final form of a consonant. The Ethiopic 
tradition reads wa-zar'eka = 13'iT'l, but ms. d (II.27) has il:>'1:>T'l. In his 1966 
study, Milik read 1'1:>T[i (p. I 04 ), though the material remains are consistent 
with either Hebrew noun. Milik's reading has been retained because of the 
evidence from ms. d; it entails that at some point in the tradition, '1:>T and 3'iT 
(or Ethiopic zekr and zar') were confused. The 7 in 7i:i~ is visible under the 
' of C'~lVil in line 3, and all of the word f'1Mil is legible after it. The 
restoration at the end of the line reflects Ethiopic taga~as "em-e ellu (this 
section must be restored in 4QJubd as well). For tage~fo as ultimately 
reflecting iic, see Num 16:26; 1 Sam 6: 12; Mal 2:8, etc.; Dillmann, 1865, col. 
1143). 
Line 5: All surviving letters are read easily except the last, only a small 
part of which can be glimpsed at the left edge. The context, however, makes 
it certain that it belongs to a i. 4QJubd 1, II.28 gives: 7i:i~i ~il"IV3'[~ 
mi]~W ii[~lV]i ~il'm::l31'1n; with this the Ethiopic agrees entirely: 
megbarihomu wa-'em-kwellu rekwsomu wa-ta0 aqab 0 uqabi. The last words 
of the line are in harmony with Ethiopic za-'amlak le 0 ul. 
7. In VanderKam, 1977, pp. 54-55, a vacat was assumed. 
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Line 6: The initial letter appears to be l The word that follows ?i:>1.3i 
seems at first glance to be on:urin as in line 5. The upper left extension of 
the final mem, however, looks as if it has been changed, and specks of ink can 
be seen after it (Milik now reads the evidence as cn::nrin). It seems to be the 
case that the scribe, after writing final mem, decided to change the suffix to 
l:Jil (oral communication from E. Puech). Perhaps he also intended the right 
stroke of the erstwhile final mem to become a', so that one should read l:Jil' 
(cf. il1.3il'n'Clrln in 4QJubd l, II.28). Milik thinks that there are no traces of 
letters between IJ and i; rather, the strokes and lines there belong to a 
complicated "knot", the passage from a cartouche to a single line of the very 
long and complicated symbol of deletion: [ 
- J-·/V2Jf-----------J_ 
Parts of a i and lV which begin another word can be seen at the left edge. The 
words here come from the same expression as the one used on the previous 
line and are part of a dittography which apparently starts here and extends into 
line 7. It was triggered by ?i:>. At the beginning of line 6 the scribe wrote 
?i:>:::i n??m ili~ Ethiopic faqiidatihu wa-tarattec ba-k" ellu; ms. d II.29: 
?i:>:::i n??m ilili~[; see line 7 below, where ?i:::>:i n??[m are legible); his eye 
then moved to ?i:>l.3 which appears just above ?i:>:::i and he repeated the words 
he had just written. The Ethiopic version was based on a Greek text which 
rendered a Hebrew copy that had not suffered a dittography here Gust as ms. 
d lacks it). 
Line 7: The second visible word is ?i:>, and a letter precedes it (part of 
the base is preserved). Both Ethiopic (ba-k"' ellu) and ms. d (7i:>:l) support 
reading it as :l. With ?i:>:::i the dittography ends, and the text resumes. After 
:>i::n is a partial letter which appears to be medial kaph; hence the suffix was 
spelled in plene fashion. At this point ms. d (l, IL29) reads: ?i:>:::i rr.>:>"tli 
:O'lVl»l; Ethiopic agrees: wa-yebiirekaka ba-k"ellu megbiirika. The last two 
words in the restored section are retroverted from Ethiopic wa-yiinasse' 
'emennika. For the Hebrew, see also Ezek 34:29: l:JlV? 3'Ui'.31J:t? 'Mp:TI (the 
spelling nl'tli'.3 is somewhat more frequent at Qumran; l QH 8.10 has n:ilUi'.3 
MM). 
Line 8: The first visible letter has the long downward extension of a final 
form, with the tail angling leftward (the ? from the next line meets it near the 
base line for line 8). The letter is clearly f (see f"!Mil in line 4). The letters 
ii are followed by some ink which must belong to 1. After the gap, the top 
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of a letter is visible; it matches the top of final siide. The last letter is 7, 
before which some ink is visible. Both ms. d and the Ethiopic version favor 
reading 1: ]n':ltzrt i7i f'lN:il miii 7i::>7 f1N::l .MN:(; sedq ba-k"'ellu medr 
ba-k"'ellu tewledda medr wa-"i-yetrammam semeya wa-semeka (]71: restore 
Mi]7\ cf. frg. 5.5). Ethiopic differs from ms. d in adding "all" before the first 
instance of ''earth." Space considerations imply that the present ms. also 
lacked it. The two Hebrew copies do, however, place "all" before niiii where 
Ethiopic lacks it. Note that n':ltzrt stands where Ethiopic uses a passive form. 
Line 9: A 7 is visible above the line, and shapes that resemble ';"I come 
next. Ms. d I, II.31 reads: 0'7.l"il 71::>::1 0'7.lvr.t n[n.M = Ethiopic ba-mat~etta 
samay ba-k"'ellu mawacel. 
2, col. I: Jub 22:22 
The first of the two columns visible on the fragment preserves matcnal 
from the ends of three lines. It is impossible to determine whether they 
appeared at the top, middle, or bottom of the column, smce virtually no 
leather is left above the first and below the third line. 
f1N:::l mpn o[n7 j'N: 21.22 J i 
f1N:::l i11J71::>7 j11[:JT j'N:1 1::>7' j'T.I 01j?1J:l1 ,,,, 71N:llr.l ':::> O"m] 2 
['l.l'l:i.?] ;,5 1"l1Jtzrt p f [1N:i11J 0110 'l:l 1"l1JlV] 1lVN:::> ] 3 
... there is noJ hope [for the]m in the land of 
[the living. For they will go down into Sheol and will go into the place of 
judgment. There will be no mem]ory of them all on the earth. 
As the people of Sodom were destroyed from the eart]h, so all (who 
worship (idols)] will be destroyed. 
Line 1: The shape of the broken letter at the right edge is unmistakably 
that of final mem. The last word has suffered from some thickening of the 
letters, but their identification is not in doubt. The Ethiopic reads: "albom u 
menta-ni tasfa ba-medra. The Bible does not combine mpn .. .j'N:, but I Chr 
29: 15 offers: il'lj?1J j'N:1 yiN:rt 7:i.? 1l'7l' ?:o. 
Line 2: Milik reads the first letters as 111 (the lower end of the final nun 
has been broken away), but on the photograph (PAM 43.188), if there is a 
trace of 1, it is an exceedingly small tick on the right side oft The scribe has 
left a small space between i::>? and i11J7 and employs a full orthography for 
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the suffix. The Ethiopic text differs somewhat from the Hebrew: zekra 
ba-diba medr; i.e., it presupposes the preserved Hebrew expression without 
il7J;i::>. For the compound preposition ba-diba, Dillrnann lists the meanings 
super, supra, in; hence, it is a suitable reflection of Hebrew l (1865, col. 
1104). Compare Eccl I: 11: tlil; iT'if" N; i'il'lli C"l'mN; tui C'l'IVN'1; jii::>T j'N 
:iJ'mN; i'il'lli Cl' ji'i::>T; 2: 16 c;i;p; ;'O::>:l Cl' D:lni, jii::>T j'N ':::>;and Neh 2:20: 
jii::>TI itpiln p;n j'N C::>;l 
Line 3: The text of the Ethiopic, retroverted into Hebrew, would yield a 
short line in comparison with line 2. It may be that a space was left at the 
beginning of the line, where the Ethiopic does in fact mark a pause with 
punctuation. Other explanations, however, are also possible. The verb i'Vl'IV' 
figures where Ethiopic reads yetnasse"u ("will be taken"). For similar biblical 
expressions, cf Josh 23:15; 1Kgs13:34; Isa 26:14; Hos 10:8; Amos 9:8. 
2, col. II Jub 22:30 (?) 
J'b 
The two letters belong to the beginning of a line which would have the same 
number in a column as the first preserved line in col. I. Since, however, the 
column height is not known, it is difficult to place the letters which could be 
the first two in a word or a combination of the preposition l and a noun 
beginning with '1. One suggestion is that they are from :l::>"m::>'il or :l::>n"'1:2 in 
Jub 22:30. A rough retroversion from the Ethiopic text between the last 
preserved line of col. I, assuming ca. 46 letters per line (line 2 in col. 1 has 
48), would place :l::>'ni::>'il near the beginning of the fourteenth line after 1.3. 
Should this highly tentative reconstruction be nearly correct, it would entail 
that the column height was only ca. 16 lines. 
3 Jub 23:10-13 
[Ni]fi itbM ["U'J ,;,;[l C"'li' :13':2'1N C'''IV:l Ni' mm ,'" '1.l' ,,:::> 23:10] 1 
cci1~ ,:P fincw illip' '1'1VN m.,,~ ,,:::>, 11 ill' Yl'IVi mn., "l!Jll iPTJ (ll) 2 
~'li' cc"l'IV ill,;'IV' t1'1t1l( )i'Ti.'Vll ilpl" ;,,i., t.1!:.iWilJ 3 
rn::i.~ D['1.l'li 12 crun ;i::>( )T.OOTI orc'W crun ttl'l'YmJ oz) 4 
'11l' li'lci ni'"' i'O'l., ,,y i'illN' tl'l'IV ~ ,l, .. C,N ~ CNJ 5 
[i17Jiil7J] ;[3' :mi:mi :l::>ll i,y il::>1.) N'::> 13 Di i,'IV j"Ni i'l'm ;1.);pi liN::>ll] 0 3l 6 
[23: I 0 ... all the days of his life, but even he did not complete four 
jubilees in] his life <until> h[e] 
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[became old because of the wickedness and full of his days. 23. I I And 
all the generations which will arise from n]ow until the [great) d[a]y 
[of judgment will grow old quickly before they complete tw]o 
jubilees. 
[And their knowledge will abandon them because of their old age, and all 
their knowledge will perish. 23: 12 And in] those [day ]s, 
I if a man lives for a jubilee and one-half of years they will say about him: 
''He has lived a long time, but] the majority of his days 
[are pain, toil, and distress and there is no peace. 23·13 For (there is) 
blow upon blow and trouble up Jon [trouble"] 
Line 1: At the right side of the fragment parts of three letters are visible. 
That the third one is ~ is reasonably certain. The second has a vertical stroke 
which is preceded by another vertical line located quite close to it. This 
means that the first letter is not a i or ~ or some other letter which would 
require more space to the left of its vertical stroke. n is a likely reading. The 
next word is a fairly clear itvN, although the tops of the letters are lost. 
Compare the same word in 4.5 (below). Here the distinctive lower extension 
of IV ligatures with i. The last visible fragment of a letter is again a vertical 
stroke which leans slightly leftward as it rises to meet the crossbar. The it in 
mpn (2.1) is very similar. The resulting Hebrew words (with those in the 
following lines) invite comparison with the text near the middle of Jub 23: 10. 
where Ethiopic reads ba-~eywatu 'eska "ama (followed by a third-person verb) 
and Latin has in uita .rna quousque (also followed by a third-person verb). 
The first Hebrew word 0~ - a spelling of the third-person suffix on a 
masculine plural noun found frequently at Qurnran; see 'Ill~ in line 5 below) 
corresponds with the versions, but where they reflect itvN i3' (until) the 
Hebrew has only itvN. As the versional readings make more sense in the 
context, it may be that the scribe first neglected to copy i3', noted his mistake, 
and wrote it in above the line. If he did so, the correction would not be 
visible on the fragment because the piece is broken off near the tops of the 
letters on the line. The transcription reflects this suggestion. Neither of the 
versions expresses the subject of the following verb with a pronoun as the 
reconstructed text here does. 
Line 2: At the right edge, at the bottom of the piece which protrudes to 
the right, one can see small parts of two letters which could be nn. The word 
i3' is very clear, but there does not appear to be sufficient space between it 
and the preceding letter to accommodate the conjunction read by Ethiopic 
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(omitted by manuscripts 25 35 58) and Latin (wa-'eskalet usque). On the left 
side of the fragment, traces of two letters are visible, with space between them 
for another. At this point the Ethiopic has 'em-ye'ze wa-'eska 'elata, and 
Latin gives ex hoc et usque in diem. For the restored portion, Ethiopic and 
Latin are close to one another, but Ethiopic places "all" before "generations" 
(Latin lacks it) and uses a singular noun for "evil" where Latin has 
malignorom. 
Line 3: The ink mark at the right edge comes from one letter and very 
much resembles the shape of the upper left extension of final mem (cf. the one 
immediately below it). The letters of C'7:l'l' can be read without difficulty, 
apart from the second ' which is damaged but hardly in doubt. The preserved 
text corresponds with Ethiopic kel'e "iyobelewu = duos iubeleos of Latin. 
However, the Hebrew text which the two versions imply for the reconstructed 
part of the line would be too short (40 letters) relative to the letter count for 
lines 2 (45 letters), 5 (45), and 6 (45). The short line would, however, match 
the length of line 4 (38 letters). The Ethiopic manuscripts provide no 
evidence for a longer text at this point, and the two versions agree 
word-for-word with a single exception: before senescent Latin reads sed; 
Ethiopic has no equivalent, and the extra word makes poor sense in the 
context. The transcription here and in line 4 follows Milik's suggestion that 
there was a hole in the leather or a bad surface such that the scribe did not 
write on it. 
Line 4: Each letter is intact and offers no problems of deciphering. Note 
that the letter mem of i'IC:r.t is written as a final form. The preserved letters 
correspond with Ethiopic wa-ba-we'etu mawiicel (the last word is formally 
plural but the demonstrative we 'etu is singular; the same phrase stands in 
Ethiopic Jer 3: 18 where MT has il1.):t.l 0'0':1)8 and Latin et in die bus illis. 
Problems arise in connection with the larger part of the line which must be 
reconstructed. Here the two versions read thus: 
Ethiopic: wa-tekawwen >enta ta.xaddegomu 'a"merotomu 'em-res>omu 
wa-ta'attet k"ellii 'a"merotomu 
Latin: et eront transeuntes ab ipsis spiritus intellectus ipsorom. 
That is, Latin lacks the text from after 'awerotomu through the second 
instance of the word. It is possible, as R.H. Charles thought ( 1902, p. 145), 
8. A. Dillmann, Lexicon, 925. 
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that Ethiopic is dittographic and that Latin thus preserves the superior text. 
Nevertheless, it is more likely that Latin is short because of parablepsis from 
the first occurrence of "knowledge" to the second (the intervening words are 
hardly identical with the preceding clause). Yet, even reconstructing on the 
basis of the longer Ethiopic text yields a short line, as noted above (38 letters). 
See the notes on line 3 for a possible explanation for the short text. CD 
10:7-10 offers some parallel expressions (Berger, 1981, p. 441) in a context 
in which the qualifications of judges are being described: 
r:m ,,l.' ::i"'n' 7N:~ 7 
ciN:il 7:m::i "=> il1l.'il nN: tmiw7 n7l.'~~ mw C'lVlV s 
nN: i~o7 ~N: f1N:il ':l~':l 7N: ~N: pin:n ~~, ~UY~ 9 
c~' nN: ~~'7W' N:7 13.' cnyi 10 
Here one finds combined, as in Jubilees, the two notions of removal of 
knowledge and diminished days, with the former causing the latter. Psalm 90, 
which lies behind the discussion of shortened lives in Jubilees 23, does not 
connect the length of human life with loss of knowledge, but in 90: 11 (after 
mention of 70/80-year lifespans in v I 0) the psalmist asks: 1!:>N: TY l.',,' '~,and 
requests Ill 90: 12: ~:in ::i::i7 N::m ~il p ~l'~' mJ~7. 
Line 5: The photograph shows parts of six letters. The first is a mere dot 
which could belong to a number of letters, and of the second only a light trace 
is visible next to the initial dot. The letter :l is almost fully intact. After a 
space between words, a ' is legible, following which the top of ~ is quite 
clear. The final letter could be ~ or', but its head does appear to be slightly 
larger than that of ' (though Milik reads '). The resulting form ~~' can be 
compared with the spelling of ~'n in line I. The words in the versions with 
which the Hebrew terms correspond most closely are Ethiopic mabzexta 
mawiicefihu =Latin plurimum dierum ipsius. For the reconstructed section, 
the two versions again agree very closely and thus provide a firm basis for 
retroverting a Hebrew line of 46 letters. They differ only for the last 
expression: Ethiopic >abzexa IJeywa uses a verb after "he has made many," but 
Latin employs a noun (uita sua). It happens that 3QJub (=3Q5) 1.1 overlaps 
with part of the reconstructed line. The fragment is badly damaged at this 
point, but the best readings are: ]nWt7 il:l1il ~'7Y ~[~N:'. 9 Note that for the 
final expression, 3QJub supports the Ethiopic, not the Latin, rendering. 
9. For this reading of the text and other bibliography, see VanderKam, 1977, pp. 70-72. 
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Line 6: At the bottom of the fragment, a dot of ink can be seen just below 
the l of :iii in line 5. The fact that it extends so close to line 5 shows that 
it is the tip of ;_ For reconstructing the line around this single letter, the 
Ethiopic offers the full text and Latin does as well, except for several lost 
letters at the beginning. Also, much of the line can be read on 3QJub L2: 
:m11:m1 il:Jl:l ;3' i01.3 l(':J m ;w rNi ili[Yi 10 
4 Jub 33:12-15 
The surviving text for this section can be read on two fragments. The first 
and larger one provides letters and words from IO lines on the righthand side 
of the column, while the second and smaller one gives text for five of these 
lines on the lefthand side. Of the versions, only the Ethiopic supplies the text 
for these verses. The light color of the leather is quite different from the 
shade of the previous pieces. The fragments numbered 1-3 and treated above 
had lines of ca. 38 (frg. I) and 45 (frgs. 2 and 3) letters on an average, but in 
the present column they are shorter (about 30 to 35 per line). The likelihood 
is, therefore, that this narrow column was found at the end of a sheet of 
leather. 
[il] 'l ..:, ifr:iN[ nwN IJ3' D'IW ,.,iN ]ii'JW [li]np 33:12] 
[:"l]nNi 13 11.lN i[l:lN mil" 'Wl"lp ,,:J 'l~M'l] 'liT':lN ~J'.l (!3) 2 
D!lW "::> :ipn i:ii:i nN iil:lw; ;M,lV"J 'J:l nM 'll 3 
'3' 'l!)p; IJ"i'l!:>:J l'N'l ilM'ii il]~Kl['l] nK!:i ml:l 4 
c[M "::> IJ;,3'; nM'lTil nN :i1wJr iwN 1V"Mi1 s 
[~il 11M 'IM"i:Jil;'l j:iMl 'IOli;i 'l;]po;i 1M"1.lil; 6 
['IV"N ;,:J rm::i inN IJ'l' {inM] IJ'} m'"' .,; 1'M M["::>14] 1 
[ ilM'ii :"llMJ'l :"l:l3"1n "::>] ; Mi'IV"l illlVJr' i[WM 8 
[DW 'VlM IJ"i'l!:>:J'l IJ"M 'l]ll..'Yl pii; 1'11lN' [;Mi15] 9 
[ "::> l'lyY'] i~ tV[l ,'!:> ~] 10 
[33:12 ... it is wri]tt[en] a second time: ["Cursed is one who lies with the 
wife] of his father, for he has uneov[ered] 
the skirt of his father." [And all the holy ones of the Lord said: "Ame]n, 
amen." 33:13 And you 
10. VanderKam, 1977, pp. 72-74. For a discussion of l'T7Y1·'11l and its possible relations with 
Ethiopic seZ-an and Latin dolor, see VanderKam, 1989, 2.141-42. 
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command the sons of [Israel to keep th]is [word.] For it is a judgment of 
death [and it is] a disgrac[e. There is no atonement to at)one for 
the man who will d[o this forever. Bu]t (one is) 
to kill him and to exe[ cute him and to stone him and to cut him off from 
amid the people.) 
[33: 14 Fo ]r it is not permitted that [any man) should live [ {one) day} [one 
day in the land) 
[wh]o will do it in Israel [for it is an abomination and a disgrace.) 
3 3: 15 Let them [not] say: "Reuben obtained [life and atonement after he 
lay] 
[with the concubi]ne of his father [Jacob, for " 
Line I: There is a dot of ink above the letters ~l in line 2; it could belong 
to the lower left tick of n. The letters 'llV present no problems of reading, but 
only the right vertical stroke and part of the horizontal bar of n have survived 
at the fragment's edge. The top line of the second fragment, which gives the 
last words of this line, has only the bottoms of letters. At the right, a small 
line is visible before the base stroke of the second letter which is a ::2. After 
it one can see the lower tip of a letter which joins the base of the ::2. The last 
letter is clearly a \ and it is preceded by a small part of the vertical stroke 
from another letter. If one compares these letter fragments with the word 
,iT':lM in line 2, it is evident that the same word is to be read here - just as the 
Ethiopic text requires. The words of line I and most of those in line 2 are a 
quotation from Deut 27:20, which reads as follows in the Masoretic text: ,,'ll( 
11.lM CY:"I 7::> ir.lM, ,":lN: ~l::> :i7l ':> ,":lN: nlVM CY DlV. 
Line 2: One can see the left extension of the base line of:::> to the right of 
~l. At the right side of the second fragment a curving vertical line is visible; 
it matches the shape of the final nun in the next word. At the left edge of the 
fragment there is a trace of :i after nR The fact that ~l::> is the word that 
follows :i7l directly in Deut 27:20 and in the Hebrew Vorlage presupposed by 
the Ethiopic version demonstrates that the second fragment preserves the ends 
of lines and the first fragment their beginnings. For ~l::> the Ethiopic reads 
xafrata which means "shame." Though the literal meanings of the two words 
do not match, it is clear that in Jubilees xafrat appears where the biblical text 
has ~l::>. The verbal form that should be restored ought to reflect wa-yebelu 
(perfect tense); Deut 27:20 has ir.lM, which places the speaking in the future. 
Jubilees makes a noteworthy alteration in the biblical base by substituting 
qeddusanihu la-'egzi 0ablfir for CY:i and adding a second la-yekun = 11.lR 
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Lme 3. The three words on the first fragment are easily read, though the 
J is somewhat indistinct On the second fragment the letters":::> are clear, but 
to their right, beneath 1~M in line 2, is a dot of ink that may come from a il 
In the Ethiopic text the second-person pronoun (end of line 2) is followed by 
the name muse, but the first word in line 3 is clearly i!, not ilWln. The 
difference between the two versions could be accounted for as an explanatory 
plus in the textual tradition or as a result of parablepsis, triggered by the final 
il in the two words (i1Vil1.l iinNi). The verb that is reconstructed between the 
fragments could be either an infinitive, as expressed here, or a 
waw-consecutive construction (lil:)'Wl). 
Line 4: Though the reading is not in doubt, the second letter of nMiil can 
barely be seen on the photograph. All four letters of the pronoun have been 
cut by the tear which runs through this part of the text. Letters can be seen 
farther to the left than on the first three lines. At the upper edge the 
downstroke and base of l, the lower end of a letter which forms a ligature with 
it, and a trace of a third letter can be seen. As the blank space after 71.' 
indicates, it was the last word on the line. For line 4, the Hebrew and 
Ethiopic agree verbatim. 
Line 5: The letters of line 5 on the first fragment present no difficulties 
of decipherment, although very little of the initial il remains. The Hebrew text 
here agrees precisely with the Ethiopic except that the latter reads a 
perfect-tense verb (gabra), while the Hebrew has an imperfect (il]lVl."). On the 
second fragment only the upper tip of a single letter can be seen. It appears 
to be from a final mem, and, as the next line begins with in'1li'I? (== 
la-,ametotu in Ethiopie), it should reflect the expression DN ":::>,the equivalent 
of za,enbala which precedes la-,ametotu. If so, however, the resulting line is 
too short. Lines 1-4 have from 31-35 letters each, while this one would have 
only 27. The abbreviated line could be explained in several ways: the 
Ethiopie version may be missing some words; there may have been a vacat in 
the Hebrew manuscript; or the scribe may have skipped over a flawed spot in 
the surface. 
Line 6: More of the right edge of the fragment is lost than in lines but 
the telltale upper stroke of 7 is unmistakable and the top of ii after it is clear. 
Much of the ~ is also lost, but enough remains to identify it. The following 
letters pose no problems of reading. The first infinitive agrees exactly with 
Ethiopic la-'ametotu, but the second (i7]po7i) is much more specific than the 
vague wa-la-qatilotu (== i7vp?i or U'\i'ii) in Ethiopic. Possibly the Ethiopic 
tradition, which places the stoning verb third, has reversed the order of 
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infinitives two and three, with the result that it would not be necessary to 
reconstruct two synonymous infinitives. But the manuscripts show no 
evidence of this switch. Hence, the Ethiopic text is here simply retroverted 
and it is assumed that at some point, perhaps to avoid the repetition of verbs 
for stoning, the second infinitive was rendered in a more general way, 
Line 7: Loss of leather at the right of the fragment makes it very difficult 
to discern what the first word in the line might have been (and thus what the 
last one in line 6 was). Milik ends line 6 with 1im and reads the single 
remaining trace of a letter at the beginning of line 7 as the last letter in W:"I. 
The letter fragment, which angles right and downward is certainly consistent 
with final mem but could be part of other letters as well. The Ethiopic reads 
'em-ma'kala IJezba 'amlakena 'esma (== ':> i1m?K lW 1im [or: ::iip~]) before 
the words that clearly correspond with the preserved Hebrew words i? 1'K. 
Thus Milik assumes that the last two words were not represented on the 
Hebrew fragment. There is insufficient space for all of the words found in 
Ethiopic, but it may be that the first word in Line 7 was ':> and that line 6 
concluded with tw:"I. In that case, 'amlakena could be interpreted as an 
explanatory plus. The last legible letters are tl' through which the scribe has 
drawn a line to signify that they are to be deleted. What seems to have 
happened is that he wrote the noun defectively and then wished to correct it 
to the fuller orthography tJi'. Therefore, in the restored section, it is necessary 
to include this word, but it is not known whether he had also written 'mK 
before he noticed his mistake. The letter count (a rather short 31 letters 
without repetition of 'mK) suggests that he had already written the numeral 
and thus rewrote both words. Note tl' in 4QJub• I, col. V.2. This indicates 
that the archetype of Jubilees was very defective, archaic, in orthography. 
Line 8: The first bit of ink appears to be part of i in ilVK. The next 
words, like the relative pronoun, correspond precisely with the Ethiopic text. 
The line is a little short (only 30 letters) if the remaining words of the 
Ethiopic version are retroverted in the restored section, but there may have 
been a small blank space at the end, because a new verse starts at the 
beginning of line 9. The Ethiopic manuscripts separate the two with a 
punctuation mark. 
Line 9: At the beginning of the line there is space for ?Ki wa-1). On 
the leather one can see light traces of two letters before i'V:l which are 
relatively clear. As the Ethiopic form yebalu leads one to expect, i'V:lK' is to 
be read here. The remaining eight letters are not a problem. Where Hebrew 
has ilVJ7l, the Ethiopic renders with kona which literally reproduces the 
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meaning of the niphal ("to become"; Jastrow, 1967, p. 1125). In this context, 
the meaning is: life and atonement became to him, that is, he obtained life and 
atonement. 
Line l 0: Only the tops of letters survive at the lower edge of the 
fragment. The first three tips fit well with the tops of lV. Next there is a 
space between words followed by the tops of what are almost certainly the 
letters on:"l')N (compare the same word in line 2). The Ethiopic text uses an 
expression for "concubine" (0 eqebta be'sita), for which the Hebrew would be 
Wl?'!::l. 
5 Ju b 37:11-1 5 
One relatively large fragment yields parts of seven lines. The leather is 
much darker that that of the two preceding fragments. There are traces of 
sewing, hence it is the first column of a sheet of leather. The textual evidence 
for studying these verses comes not only from the Ethiopic version but also 
from the Syriac, which has the complete text, and Midrash Wayyissa"u (= 
MW). 
[il7Jm ~~ N?i'J"'1 12 1iJlim Ni? CNi Cl:"ll N~] cft[')N? iii'JN"l 37 ' 11 JC11-1 2)1 
[L>M 13 i'nN ?3' mm? 7iwNi nN~? i:i C?'Ji'ni'J iJ:i nN :iNi iw[NJ M c13l2 
[ i'TlN :iip3" ?3' i:i?:i mN:im i1'ft iwN m3'1:i ?i:> nN 3 
[ii'J' ?i:> :"13'i Wj?:l' ON ii'JN?i i')N? 3':2Wl JilVN :i~:iw;i nN 'OT Ni?i 4 
[:"!Nim :ioo?i'J? i ?3' C'N:l il7J:"I '::> :iip3" 3']i' Ni' m ?i:>:ii 14 :iip3"? (1 4J5 
[C'!::l 'N n3':21N:l il'1':2:"1 ?~N i ?N ip:ii iwN] 13' inwN ?3' ?:iNm :"l':i 6 
[cn?:i? 1'?3' N:i 1'"N iii'JN? 7ii:in 'lVJN i?1N: iri?lV'i 1s :ioo?i'J? ii:ll <ts>7 
37:11 They said to] their [father: "Go out. Lead them. If not, we 
will kill you." 37:12 He was filled with rage and anger] 
at the time [wh]en he saw his sons pre[vailing upon him to go out first 
to lead them against his brother. 37: 13 Then he remembered] 
all the evil things which we[ re hidden in his heart against his brother 
Jacob,] 
but he did not remember the oath which [he had sworn to his father and 
his mother that he would not seek evil all his days] 
against Jacob. 37: 14 During all this [Jacob] did not kn[ ow that they were 
coming against him for warfare. He] 
was mourning for his wife until [they came close to him near the tower 
with four thousand] 
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men for war. 37:15 [The men of Hebron] sent word t[o him: "Your 
brother has come against you to fight"] 
Line 1: A final mem breaks through at the top of the fragment, and the 
bottom part of a downstroke which precedes it is consistent with il. Space 
considerations make it very likely that the letters Oil are the suffix on the word 
C~ (Ethiopic la- 0abuhomu, Syriac l- 0bwhwn). As reconstructed, the line has 
space for about 4 7 or 48 letters. 
Line 2: At the beginning of the line, there are some ink marks before the 
clear n which appears above the third letter in line 3. Ethiopic reads ba-gize, 
and Syriac has kd. The letter before n is represented by a downstroke whose 
angle is the same as that of the right stroke of 3' (see the 3' in nil>iil in line 
3, ilY'l:J.lVil in line 4, and :J.1j:'3''? in line 5). The first letter of the line has a 
base stroke and a vertical line on the right side. These clues strongly suggest 
that nY:J. should be read. The next letter is invisible on the photograph, but 
as ilV follow, the relative pronoun (which neither of the versions expresses) 
is virtually certain. The form 1l:J. stands where Ethiopic (weludo) and Syriac 
(l-bnwhy) have plural nouns with singular suffixes. Since more than one of 
Esau's sons are speaking to him in the context, the Hebrew form should be 
interpreted as a defective writing of 1'l:J.. The last three letters visible on the 
line are clearly 'lro.l. The versions here read kama yet 0egalewwo and d- 01.yyn. 
The Ethiopic verb means "vi adigere" (Dillmann, 1865, col. 1014), while the 
Syriac has the force of "press earnestly, urge strongly, compel, force" (Payne 
Smith, 1903, p. 18). It is virtually certain that the Hebrew text read a form of 
pm. This verb, in the hiphil conjugation, has the meaning of "prevail upon," 
and the person being prevailed upon is introduced by :J.. 11 In reconstructing 
the remainder of the line, one has not only the Syriac and Ethiopic versions 
but also the text of MW which tells the story of the war between Jacob and 
Esau in a form that strongly resembles the one in Jubilees. 12 There, in a 
11. Brown-Driver-Briggs, 1907, p. 305 (examples are found in Dan 11:7; Job 18:9; 2 Kings 
4:8). See also Jastrow, 1967, p. 444: "to strengthen, to encourage, abet." 
12. The text is conveniently accessible in R.H. Charles, 1895, pp. 180-82. Charles quoted the 
text from A. Jellinek., 1855, pp. 3-5. Jellinek reproduces ff. 40• 11-41' 11 of a rather bad edition 
of Yalqut Shim<oni, Venice 1566, where many alterations were introduced by its editor-printer, 
Meir Prinz. A very good critical edition of MW is that of J. B. Lauterbach, 1933, pp. 205-222. 
It was reprinted by M. M. Kasher, 1935, pp. 1341-44. Sefer ha-yashar is a profuse paraphrase of 
MW and other works. See the edition of L. Goldschmidt, 1923. French translation: P. L. B. 
Drach, 1958, cols. 1069-1310. 
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slightly later context, it speaks of Judah's going forth to war in first position: 
jilVMi :i'Tl:T' ~ mi. The same wording has been restored here, though the 
versions (Ethiopic has ~ora, Syriac l-m "z [) suggest that 1077 should be read 
(cf. 2 Sam 21: 19; I Kgs 20: 17). Hence, methodologically, 1077 is preferable 
to nM~7 (Milik). However, in the preceding line Ethiopic used qa' and Syriac 
pwq, both of which mean "go out." The Ethiopic text then continues, as in 
v 11, with yemre~omu xaba y5'qob 'exuhu. Syriac offers only cl '/}why, 
with no verb of leading or guiding and no mention of Jacob's name. If the 
Hebrew line were restored to reflect the fuller Ethiopic text, it would be too 
long (the beginning of v 13 must also have appeared at the end of this line, 
since the direct object of its verb begins the following line). It seems likely, 
therefore, that :lij;'3'' should be omitted with the Syriac (although it is a weaker 
textual guide, since it abbreviates more often in this context). It is not certain 
how one should word the beginning of v 13. Ethiopic wa-'em-ze might favor 
'111Mi (so Goldmann, 1970, p. 294) or l'.'> '1MMi (or TMi?). Syriac employs only 
a conjunction (w-). The shorter Syriac is reflected in the Hebrew restoration 
because of the length of the line. 
Line 3: All of the letters can be read easily except what appear to be the 
last two, which are represented by small ink marks at the bottom edge of this 
part of the fragment. The first has an upper crossbar that juts upward at the 
right side and is consistent with the shape of ii. The second is too poorly 
preserved to identify, but the evidence of the Ethiopic (hallot) and Syriac 
(hwt) indicates that a perfect-tense form of "to be" should be read. Thus the 
second letter is', and the plural noun nilnil (Ethiopic >ekaya and Syriac bysl' 
are singular) requires that the verb be plural. Other than the singular-plural 
problem just noted, the Ethiopic and Hebrew agree verbatim for the preserved 
parts of the line; Syriac, however, omits an equivalent of 71:> and switches the 
order of the verb and participle (d-!.Sy> hwt). For the part of the line that must 
be restored, Ethiopic supplies westa lebbu xebe"t la-cla y5"qob 'exuhu but 
Syriac reads d-!.Sy' hwt b-lbh "l >~why mn qdym. The major differences are 
that the Syriac again lacks the name Jacob, and it adds mn qdym before, 
previously). Retroversion of the Ethiopic would yield a line that is about IO 
letters too short; even combining the texts of the two versions would still 
leave it lacking four or five letters (that is, adding Cl"91l or perhaps p 'l!>7). 
What originally appeared here remains unknown. 
Line 4: The visible letters can be read easily, except for the last, of which 
only a slight line of ink remains after lVM. As the two versions read relative 
pronouns in this -place, the final letter is i. The preserved section of text 
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matches the Ethiopic and Syriac exactly, and in the part that must be restored, 
the two versions continue to agree for several words (Ethiopic: za-mahala 
la-'abuhu wa-la-'emmu kama -'i-yetxiifos k"' ello 'ekaya; Syriac: d-ym, l-'bwhy 
w-l-"mh d-l' nb's)_ The Syriac seems to have incorporated the notion of 
"seeking evil" into one word meaning "to harm"; otherwise the only difference 
is the absence of "all" from Syriac_ The Bible uses two verbs in those 
passages which speak of seeking evil/good against/for someone: lt"11 (see 
Amos5:14;Ps 10:15;38:13;Prov 11:27);and1Vp:l(Num35:23; 1 Sam24:10; 
25:26; I Kgs20:7;Ps71:13,24;Prov 17:1LEst9:2). The versions also agree 
in introducing the negative oath with "that not." It is possible, however, that 
the Hebrew would have expressed the same meaning by ON alone (Cowley, 
1910 § 149). Where Ethiopic reads kw ello 'ekaya kw ello mawii0 elihu (= 1n:> 
'~' 7':> :137'1), Syriac omits entirely except that it expressed the meaning of 
'ekaya in the verb nb's. There does not appear to be enough space in the line 
to accommodate all of the Ethiopic text, and it seems likely that one of the 
two instances of "all" is an addition (the kw ello before 'ekaya is omitted by 
one Ethiopic manuscript - 21 ). Some slight support for omitting this "all" 
comes from the passage to which reference is here being made Jub 35:20, 
24: there the brothers are urged and they agree not to seek evil against one 
another. In neither verse is kw ello used before 'ekuya (an adjectival form with 
the same meaning as the noun 'ekaya in this line). 
Line 5: Each of the preserved letters can be read with certainty. Where 
Hebrew reads :l'p~7 the versions differ slightly: Ethiopic adds 'exuhu (his 
brother), and Syriac reads only 'lfwhy. The preposition before the name (for 
7 1Vp:2 see Ps 122:9; Ezra 8:22; Neb 2: 10) agrees literally with Syriac (/-), 
while Ethiopic expresses the same intent with lii'la (against). Ethiopic 
1-yii"mara does agree more exactly with Y),.. (Syriac's rgys hw' means 
"perceived, was aware"). For the restored portion after the name "Jacob", 
Syriac abbreviates severely by substituting '[' (but). Ethiopic reads: kama 
'emuntu yemQf-?e"u xabihu la-qatl. wa-we'etu-sa, and it is the basis for the 
restoration. MW, in reference to Esau, uses the words i17:Y171J7 ''73' N::l_ 
Jubilees notes that Jaeob was unaware of his brother's impending attack, but 
the midrash expands by mentioning that such a possibility had occurred 
neither to Jacob nor to his sons who had eome to comfort him at the death of 
Leah: Cl)y cn7:i7 C1N 0:1'73' N:l"lV o::i7 73' il73' N7'1. 
Line 6: All of the letters are clear and fully preserved. The Hebrew 
compound verbal form is reflected by an imperfect-tense form in Ethiopic 
(yeliihu) and by a literal reproduction in Syriac but with the elements reversed 
(mt'bl hw'). Both versions use the name "Leah" before "his wife," whereas 
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the Hebrew lacks it. In the restored portion, it is likely that a relative pronoun 
followed i3' (Eth10pic has 0eska soba, and Syriac cdm 0 d-). The verb could 
have been i:iip (= Ethiopic qarhu), but the Syriac uses m{W (= arrived, 
reached). MW, m the same context, reads :n".l :im16 ?'11i1 ?:> iy:2"W i11 
The Ethiopic text is the basis for the restoration. It then uses xabehu (= to 
him) and teqqa before miixfad; the latter word means "proxime, secus. juxta" 
(Dillmann, 1865, col. 1224) The Synac phrases the context differently: l-drio 
dylh (MW: :n".l :tmN?) It is possible that ?JN appeared in the original text 
to indicate that Esau and his men were just outside the tower/fortress, fortified 
farm, in which Jacob and his family were mourning, unaware of the danger 
that threatened. The retranslation ?JN remains awkward. For the number of 
troops with Esau, the sources agree on 4000. Ethiopic, however, expresses it 
as 40 hundreds, while Syriac has four thousands as does MW (l'}?N 3':2iN 
c.,,i:n). 
Line 7: The first two words can be read without difficulty, but after them 
there are three certain letters (?Vi') and a few traces of ink. The use of plural 
verbs for sending in Ethiopic (wa-la'aku) and Syriac (w-Sdrw) assists in 
interpreting the letters around the three secure ones cin?Ui'i). The marks at 
the left bottom edge of the fragment are consistent with the top extensions of 
R The first two words of the line are interesting textually. The Ethiopic 
tradition uses sizable phrases to describe the warriors: mastaqateliin 
mastaba'esiin xeruyiin warriors, selected fighters) - apparently a doublet. 
Syriac resorts to the bland gbryn ("" men) as does MW (tl.,,i:ll). Yet MW 
gives an expanded description of the men and their weapons just before this. 
Thus, the Hebrew expression agrees with none of the witnesses at this point. 
6 Jub 38:6-8 
The single small fragment includes enough that is distinctive to permit 
identification. Reconstruction of full lines around the preserved letters is aided 
by the repetitious character of the passage and by its preservation in four other 
witnesses: 4QJubh 2, IV 21-24, Latin, Ethiopic, and MW. The Syriac chronicle 
reproduces the context but not this specific section. 
[iN'.ll' i'IV]Ni[ ,,, "\?ps:6 ] 
[1i1:)3'i :l]N~ .,,,[il nN mim Cl1ll1 DiMV1.m'I :n".l:t mm?] 2 
ci1ii:t]"l Cl1ll1 C[i'MV1ll'T1 :n".l:t ,iDJ? ,i?i:in i:>vri pii iNJ"l 7] 3 
[:Jil11:)? .J1:iii p nnm l"1l"l:Ji ,i311lw iN!"l 8 nw?D .,,,il nNJ (8) 4 
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38 6 Levi and Danj and A[ sher went out] 
[to the east side of the fortress and their fifty were with them. They 
killed the tro ]ops of Moa[b and Ammon.] 
[38:7 Reuben, Issachar, and Zebulun went out to the north side of the 
fortress, and their fift]y were with them. The[y killed] 
[the troops of Philistia. 38:8 Simeon, Benjamin, and Enoch,) the son of 
Reub[en, went out to the west] 
Line 1: The letter M is slightly damaged at the bottom but is still quite 
legible. The Latin and MW offer complete support for the Eth1op1c (and 
Hebrew) at this point: et leuui et dan et aser exierunt and iM:r 1lVMi rn "'17i 
(MW). 
Line 2: There is a trace of ink to the right of i; it could belong to several 
letters, among which is l At the left edge, the right vertical half of M can 
clearly be seen; see, for example, PAM 42.223. Latin again fully supports the 
Ethiopic (secundum orientem ban· et quinquaginta cum ipsis et inteifecerunt 
bellatores moab et ammon). MW provides much of the text but in the 
immediate context lacks the note about killing the foreign troops: m':lil mm7 
D.'ill:lt C'"i.ll7 'Jl Its reference to "servants" also distinguishes it from the 
Ethiopic and Latin. If "'l'li:I is correctly read and restored (4QJubh 2, IV 22 
has only ]:IM), it is not the expected correspondent of Ethiopic mastaqatelan 
and Latin bellatores, but in the Bible it is used for bands of troops from most 
of the nations mentioned in this context: Aram (2 Kgs 5:2; 6:23; 24:2), Moab 
(2 Kgs 13:20; 24:2); and Ammon (2 Kgs 24:2). 
Line 3: The left side of a letter at the right edge of the fragment strongly 
resembles the final mems in the other fragments of this manuscript (see frgs. 
1, 3). At the left, some ink is visible after i and is consistent with'· For the 
reconstructed and preserved parts of the text Latin differs somewhat: Exierunt 
[without the conjunction et which may have been omitted by haplography with 
the first letter of the verb) ruben et issacar. et zabulon [it omits the directional 
notice] et quinquaginta ipsorum cum ipsis et inteifecerunt et ipsi. MW has: 
Cil13Y D'"i.ll7 'li m':lil 7l!JJ7 117i::m '1:>l1il1i"'I piMi iM!"'I. Thus, it again fails to 
mention the killing of the foreign troops, does refer to servants, and has a 
different form of the suffix on the preposition. One should read D.i"lli1ll1 and 
not D"l1il:YI here and in line 2 in agreement with Dil'lli[7)11 in 4QJubh 2, IV 23 
and quinquaginta ipsorum in Latin. So the sons of Jacob are considered 
"chiefs of fifty," C"l1il:YI 1Vi; cf. 2 Kgs 1 :9, 11, etc. 
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Line 4: At the left edge one can distinguish remains of three letters: the 
first is a fairly clear i, while the second and third are too small for definite 
identification. The context, however, shows that the name 1:ni (that is, 
without N:) should appear here. If one compares the shapes of the first three 
letters in the name in frg. 4.9, they match completely with the forms of the 
letter fragments here. Latin reads: bellatores filistin et exiuit [singular] 
symeon et beniam in. et enoch filius ruben secundum occasum. In MW the 
wording is: :rum? 1:nN:i 'P 1'Jm l~'l:n l'JmlV 'N:'!M. That is, it remains 
consistent in omitting the slaughter of the foreign troops in this listing. 
7 Jub 39:4-9 
Several words and letters from these six verses can be read on two narrow 
fragments. The Ethiopic version gives the full text, while Latin is missing 
except for 39:9. The passage is based on Genesis 39 and some similar 
material is found in the Testament of Joseph. Retroversion from Ethiopic 
indicates that one line separates the fragments. It seems likely that they come 
from the right edge of the column, though the margin is not obviously present 
anywhere on them. The third line of the second fragment (= line 9) comes the 
closest: before the dot which remains from N: in il[:l]N:, there is some space free 
of ink. Also, in the case of all lines that extend farthest to the right, only one 
or two letters have to be restored, and all of these words begin directly under 
one another - a situation which is likely only at the right margin. 
[illVl> itvK ;,::i, 'nK mil" ':'I ilKi ':'I 'J!J? ;,::iil] ;.ru c.,.,~m 39'41 1 
[il'l'Y N:tvm il~ il!J" iN:'n il!J' l'JO'" s ] fr?~ cm?N: (S) 2 
C'l1313 'IVj?:2n'1 'mN: :JilN:m ~D'' M Kim '1 ?N: miK nll.'[N:] 3 
ccm?N:il nN: ,,:JM 'lV!JJ nN: iD13 N:,,, 6 i113Y ]DlV' itv[N:] (6) 4 
[':J 1:1.TI:lN: 'i:ii13 'il':lN: :i'rl>' Kip' itvN:] tl'i:iiil n[~] 5 
[tl~il m1.l ~!JW ':J W'N: il? itvN: illVN: W illl" N:? W'N: 1n:J] 6 
[tl,,Y, mm?:i ,,y il?Y' N:~nm l'''Y ?N: 'l!J? ]C[~tv:i ,,Y] 7 
[~ '' i1'Til N:ij:'13il M l'JO'' ,,:JM 7 mil" 'l!J? tl']13'il ;[,:J:l] (7) 8 
c:iipm mw? lK13" n'l~ MK mw 'i1lVp:2m 1 il13l> :i15w? il[:i1N: (8) 9 
ciuom i113l> Dtv? 'mN: f?N:? n'D 'mN: lnN:m 9 ]ii13i13 ,7y (9) 10 
[ n':lil 1 iYW n(N:] 11 
[39:4 The Egyptian] placed [everything before him, for he saw that the 
Lord was with him and (that) everything that he did] 
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God made successful. [39:5 Now Joseph was well formed and 
handsome.) 
The [w]ife of his master [raised her eyes) toward [him and saw Joseph 
and loved him. She asked of him) 
[t]hat he lie [with her. 39:6 But he did not surrender himself and 
remembered God) 
[and) the words [which his father Jacob would read from the words of 
Abraham, that) 
[no man should engage in sexual immorality with a woman who has a 
husband. For a death penalty has been imposed] 
[on him in heav]en [before the most high God. The sin goes up (= is 
recorded) against him in the tablets forever) 
[throughout al]I the day[s before the Lord. 39:7 Joseph remembered this 
reading and did not] 
w[is]h to li[e with her. 39:8 She asked him for one year and a second, 
but he refused to listen. She brought] 
against him a deceitful plan. [She seized him in the house to compel him 
to lie with her. She closed] 
[th]e gate [of the house] 
Line I: The long tail of a final nun extends from the top of the fragment 
and is preceded by the end of a downstroke, which angles to the left, and by 
a dot to the right of it. These latter two remains of letters are probably from 
a M. Just to the right of n there IS a faint dot which is too close to it to be a 
' or l Hence 1nl is a very likely reading. If one works in reverse from the 
preserved words of the second line, a form of 1nl could be restored in this 
place. Ethiopic uses xadaga = :i~, as in Gen 39:6 (~D1' 1'::217 iwx 7:J :2~). 
However, in Gen 39:4 one finds the parallel expression 11':2lnl17 lV' 7:J1 (see 
also Gen 39:8 where it is phrased as '1':21nl 17 lV' iwx 7:J1). Ethiopic names 
"the Egyptian" as the subject of the verb (,,'!mil, see Gen 39:2, 5). There may 
be enough space between 1nl and the beginning of line 2 to retrovert all of the 
Ethiopic words into Hebrew, especially if one follows Milik's proposal to 
place ,,'!mil1 before the verb (contrary to the Ethiopic). The MT uses 11':2 as 
the location where the master placed his possessions, but Jubilees reads 
qedm ihu la-yosif = ~D1' 'l!J7. Consequently, Charles proposed emending to 
the Masoretic form (qedmihu to ba-'edihu; 1895, p. 143, n. 46). As it stands 
(even restoring the tetragrammaton rather than C'il7X for the divine name), the 
line would still be somewhat long. The problem could be remedied if a suffix 
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were read rather than the name ~01' in the phrase ~01' 'J!J7 as is done above. 
For the latter part of the reconstructed portion, see Gen 3 9:3: il'liT' ":> 1"J1N: N:1'1 
11') "'7-m mil" :nv3' N:1il iivN: 7:>1 1nN:. 
Line 2: Before cm7 there is a small trace of a letter which is consistent 
with N:. The two letters 'm are fully preserved (the final nun of the previous 
line drops between them), while the bottoms of rT'7 follow (the 7 from the 
next line reaches into the line after these letters). The text of Jubilees 
continues to reflect the language of Genesis 39, but for the divine name it has 
cm7N:, not il'liT' as in MT (one Old Latin manuscript of Gen 39:3 has deus). 
The latter part of the line parallels Gen 39:6 (less the verb): iN:n :l!J' ~01' 'iT"1 
:-tN:"VJ :1!:>'1. The Ethiopic manuscripts add suffixes to the two nouns (both are 
represented by ray), and use "very" with the second adjective (as do LXX, 
Old Latin, and Ethiopic Genesis, though they place the adverb after the noun) 
= 1:-tN:"VJ 11N:1J :-t!J'111N:1n :-t!J' ~01'1. In the biblical textual tradition, Syriac and 
Targum Neophyti read a suffix on the first noun, and the same two, with 
Ethiopic Genesis, attach a suffix to the second. Space considerations favor the 
shorter reading of MT here. The last words of the line are from Gen 39:7. 
Line 3: The letters can be read easily, though only the upper extension of 
the 7 at the left edge is visible. The order in the Ethiopic text differs from 
Gen 39:7 to some extent: the word :i"J'3' (line 2) precedes 1J11N: MlVN: (Ethiopic 
Genesis offers a similar sequence). The Hebrew fragment is consistent with 
the Ethiopic phrasing, since the word that follows 1J11N: begins with 7N:, not 
'3'. The word after 1J11N: is, however, a problem. The Ethiopic manuscripts 
continue with "and she saw Joseph," but the fragment indicates that some 
other word - probably the preposition 7N: with suffix - appeared here. This 
mirrors Gen 39:7 where MT reads ~01' 7N:. Ethiopic Jubilees actually has a 
double statement of seeing and locates "Joseph" after the second of them. 
Milik proposes a somewhat different reconstruction (one more in accord with 
Genesis 39) of lines 2-3: 
[N:lVm :-tN:"VJ :-t!J'1 iN:1n :-t!J' ~01'111')] rT'7-:m cm7N: 
[1J1J1J 1Vp)M1 1:lilN:m 1ilN:1m :i"J'3' nN: 1) 7N: 1J11N: MlV[N:] 
The words "and she loved him" toward the end of the line are not in Gen 39:7 
in any of the versions. For the notion of loving, lusting, see Josephus, Ant. 
2.41: 8po:ntKOO c; 8HX.'tE8E(cn1c;. The Ethiopic verb 'astabq"' e 0 ato provides 
an interpretation or extension of MT's bland "VJN:m in Gen 39:7. The suffix 
on the Ethiopic verb resembles the indirect object that Syriac, Old Latin, 
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Ethiopic Genesis and Targum Neophyti employ. For lVj?:l with 17:) see Judg 
14:4; 2 Chr 11: 16; Dan I: 18, 20. Space considerations suggest that the longer 
expression, rather than a simple direct object, be used. 
Line 4: The six preserved letters are clear. '1'1VN introduces indirect speech 
(compare Josephus, Ant. 2.42) but the biblical versions at Gen 39:7 quote her 
words. In the latter part of the line Jubilees enlarges upon the biblical text: 
wa-"i-ma!awa nafso. wa-tazakkaro la-•egzi•abJ:ir ("but he did not surrender 
himself. He remembered the Lord/God"). Some good manuscripts add, after 
the initial wa-, the emphatic pronoun and particle we•etu-sa (39 42 47 48 58) 
to highlight the change of subject (= ilN'l:l). Alternatively, one can read the 
fourth line as: ... N,; nN,m and m:ri instead of cm?Nil. For references to 
Joseph's remembering something at this juncture, see T. Jos 3:3: "I, then, 
remembered the words of my father Jacob, and going into my chamber I 
prayed to the Lord." 13 
Line 5: Where the Hebrew has C"'l:l'li'I, Ethiopic uses qiiliita. Jubilees 
does report Abraham's teaching to Jacob on sexual subjects in 20:4-6 
(addressed to all his sons and grandsons) and 25:4-7; however, these passages 
do not provide the same wording. Line 5 indicates that the author is quoting 
from a book of Abraham, perhaps the one that is summarized in Jub 22: l 0-24. 
Line 6: One full line and all but one letter of the next must be 
reconstructed between the two fragments. The precise wording of Joseph's 
statement is, of course, conjectural; an attempt has been made simply to show 
that it would fit well in the available space. For the line Ethiopic reads: •alba 
manna-hi sab• za-yezimu ba-be•sit •enta biiti meta kamabo kwennani mot 
za-ta.Sar"a ("no one should commit adultery with a woman who has a 
husband; that there is a death penalty which has been ordained"). 
Line 7: There is a dot at the top of the second fragment; it may be ink 
from a letter. It could be part of virtually any letter with a base. If the 
Hebrew has been properly reconstructed, it could be the tip of final mem. For 
the words of this line, Ethiopic has: lotu ba-samiiyiit qedma •egzi•ablJir le"ul. 
wa-xa{i'at ta"arreg ba•enti'ahu westa m~iilJeft za-la-°iilam ("for him in 
heaven before the most high God. The sin will be entered [literally: will go 
up] regarding him in the eternal books"). The phrase mClfiilJeft za-la«iilam 
suggests that the original was c?,3'i1 'l"\DO:l or something similar, but "the 
13. Translation of H. W. Hollander, M. de Jonge, 1985, p. 374. Josephus, too, notes his 
recollection but not of the words uttered by Abrabam and Jacob (Ant. 2.51 ). For further 
references, see J. Kugel, 1990, pp. 98-101. 
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books of eternity" is a curious expression. One would expect "the heavenly 
tablets." It is perhaps not impossible that ma!fii.~eft renders mm?, though 
Jubilees normally uses ~elii.t for that word. 14 Milik thinks that the word C~Ui.l 
which regularly occurs with mm? does not appear here because it was 
anticipated earlier in the line and thus not repeated. 
Line 8: The letter 7 in 'n:>:i has left only a trace at the right edge of the 
fragment. The Ethiopic at this place is ba-k,. ellu mawii<el qedma 'egzi'ab~i'r. 
wa-tazakkara yosif zanta nebii.ba wa->i ("for all the days before the Lord. 
Joseph remembered this word and not"). The retroversion ofnebii.ba as N:~:'t 
is meant to reflect the verb N:'iY' in line 5. 
Line 9: The first letter of :i:iN: is represented by a dot on the right upper 
extension of the fragment. The ) in l]:>lt'7 is shaved off, but the straight 
vertical stroke should be compared with the ) of :Olt" in line 4. Ethiopic 
reads the same expression: faqada yeskeb. For the restored section, 
'astabq"' e"ato (note the suffix) could again represent il1l1l 1Vpl1l'I (as in line 
4), but the line as reconstructed is already somewhat long. Thus, a shorter 
equivalent should be used, but it is also possible that there are other textual 
problems in this vicinity and that the same verb-preposition-suffix was read. 
Gen 39:10 refers to her importuning Joseph (Di' Ci' rit''I' 7N: m:l'T.l ':'t"I) but 
does not specify how long it continued. Jubilees says that it lasted for one 
year and adds wa-kiile'a (=and another, a second). There are several variant 
readings: kal'a he refused) in 9 17 20 21 48; kal"o in 47; kata in 58; 
kaNi in 63. All of these are variant spellings of the same verb. For wa-kii.le 0a 
ms. 12 hasfe-!-!uma (complete [that is, a complete year]). It seems unlikely 
that the text would have a verb which means "to refuse" here because the next 
expression says about the same thing ("but he refused to listen to her"). It 
may be that the ordinal has been corrupted into the verb, or, ifrns. 12 should 
be original, the text may have read :i'n:> mlt'. The restoration is based on the 
reading kiile 'a. For 3"11llt'7, see :'l'?N: lmlt' N:7'1 in Gen 3 9: 10. For the last 
word Ethiopic reads: wa-<a{aqato ("[and] she drew him close") and Latin has: 
Et adgressa est eum ("[and] she approached him"). There are several variants 
to the Ethiopic verb: 'a!ayyaqato (= certiorem facere, peiferre in notitiam, 
referre; demonstrare; Dillmann, 1865, col. 1246) in 12 38 44 63; !ii.qalato (= 
mentiri, mendacia proferre, calumniari 15) in 21 c; and 'a{ayyaqato za'enbala 
14. Dillmann, 1&65, cols. 126&-69. The term can denote a wide variety of written materials. 
15. Dillmann, 1&65, col. 1222. He notes that it renders icui:ulj!l::u&oµ&vov in Wisd 1:1 L 
The same Ethiopic verb is used in Jub 39:10. 
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xii/rat in 35 58. All of these, however, appear to be corruptions of ca!aqato. 
It may be that the tradition reflected in Ethiopic read a hiphil form of ::iip, 
while the one behind the Latin read a qal (VanderKam, 1989, 2.257). T.Jos. 
8:2 supports the sense of the Ethiopic verb by reading 8<j>EAKoµsv11. 
Line 10: If the fragment has been identified correctly, a major problem 
arises in connection with both extant words in line 10. The letters are clear 
(though the' in ,7y seems long), but neither word corresponds with anything 
in the Ethiopic or Latin (which resumes here) texts. ,7y may be explained as 
an indirect object with ::iipm in line 9 (cf. Ps 27:2 where a qal form of the 
verb is used with 7Y). The Testament of Joseph continues to be a valuable 
comparative source even on the level of language. It mentions the woman's 
deceitful plan in several passages. For example T. Jos. 3 :9 refers to her 
86A.ov and her nA.cxvfiv while in 4: 1 Joseph describes her action as having 
been done µs't<i 86A.ou, and in 5:2 he notes •iJv 8nivot<iv crou 't<XU'tl']V. 
Then in 7: 1 the verb ncxyt8s6crcxt is used. Some of these words are 
interesting in connection with im'Vl ,7y in the fragment. They show that a 
reference to her plot against Joseph is not at all unlikely in the context. Also, 
86A.oc; is often used as the translation for im'Vl in the LXX (Gen 27:35; 
34: 13; 2 Kgs 9:23; Job 15:35; 31:5; Ps 23[24]:4, and many other times). If 
im'Vl is original to the text, then the readings of the Ethiopic and Latin remain 
to be explained. Milik believes that the lack of an equivalent for im'Vl from 
the Greek version, which underlies the Latin and Ethiopic, resulted from 
haplography: 8m~ouA. fl 8mA.cxµ ~a,vo6cra, became 8mA.cxµ ~a,vo6cra, 
through omission of an non-essential element. 
Line 11: The Ethiopic and Latin texts note that the woman closed the 
door (plural in Latin) of the house. Rather than a form of n?i, the Hebrew 
reads 'U71V. Normally Ethiopic xoxt represents nm or n?i, but in Gen 28: 17 
and 2 Sam 18:24 it stands where ,YlV does in the MT. 
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